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Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
1021 North Grand Avenue East
Springfield
Illinois
62794-9276 
Bureau of Water
P.O. Box 19276
Division of Water Pollution Control
Mine Program Permits
Application for Coal Mine Related Pollution Control Permit MP-6
 You may complete this form online, save a copy locally, print and submit it to:
Illinois Environmental Protection AgencyMine Pollution Control Program2309 West Main Street, Suite 116Marion, Illinois 62959
1.
2.
Classification:
3.
Provide a map depicting the following:   
The existing stream channel, the proposed temporary stream channel, the proposed final stream channel, and the watershed limits upstream of the proposed relocation. 
4.
Provide plan-profile drawing of the existing, temporary and final stream, showing:  The stream bed and significant drops, the locations where representative cross sections have been taken, and the existing grade line for the temporary and final locations. 
5.
Provide a description of all measures to be used to prevent erosion in the temporary and final channels. 
6. 
What is the water quality in the existing stream in terms of:
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
Discuss how these levels will be maintained or improved in the temporary or final channel.
7. 
Discuss the reasons for diverting the stream, possible alternatives to diverting the stream, and why these alternatives may or may not be feasible.
8.
Provide the calculated flow rate (CFS) and velocity (FPS) of the existing, temporary and final streams for the low flow condition and for a 100-year flood condition. 
9.
Provide a description of how the temporary relocation will be reclaimed. 
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